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When we ask, with Locke, whether matter can think, that is just as if we were to ask

whether matter can show time. It will depend upon whether it can of its own nature.

F.A. Lange citing Julien Offray de la Mettrie (L’homme machine 1748, p.2) 

The History of Materialism (1866, Ed. 1925; 4th Section, Chap 1 p.64)



general considerations on time & brain

serial ordering of events : passive or active?

interim discussion on brain rhythms

generating a conscious temporal cognitive maps

The refusal of Time, William Kentridge



[…]

1. encode temporal statistics in one’s environment

2. phenomenology of time

3. communicate and synchronize through langage

4. prediction and expectation

5. quantify temporal relationships between different events
(duration, rhythm, order, …)

6. map events in time to build an internal cognitive map

7. semantic content in a conceptual space

[…]

t i m e  i s  u b i q u i t o u s



t i m e  i s  a m b i g u o u s

duration-based
quantity

metaphoric

event-based
speed

https://smallworldofwords.org/en/project/visualize



I s  t i m e  a n  i l l u s i o n ?



I s  t i m e  a n  i l l u s i o n ?

In isolation experiments, humans largely
underestimate their time spent in isolation.

Aschoff’s studies

Michel Siffre (1962) : “I had to count from 1 to
120, at the rate of one digit per second. It took
me five minutes to count to 120” and thought
that he only spent 1 month in the cave instead
of 2. His sleep cycles went from 24h to 48h.

Geetha (1996) thought 22 days had passed in a
35 days experiment

 one’s day lengthens in isolation
yet changes in temporalities also vary across
individuals…



I s  t i m e  a n  i l l u s i o n ?

Bao, Pöppel, et al. (2015, PsyCh Journal)



Self-generating a time interval of 1.45 seconds

Kononowicz, Roger, van Wassenhove (bioRixv 2017, under review)



Kononowicz, Roger, van Wassenhove (bioRixv 2017, under review)

Temporal metacognition: being aware of one’s signed timing errors
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psychological time

There be three times; a present of things past, a present of things present, and a present of 
things future. For these three do exist in some sort, in the soul, but otherwhere do I not see 
them; present of things past, memory; present of things present, sight; present of things 
future, expectation.

- Saint Augustin (400 AD) 

NOW

NOW

NOW
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It is indisputable that our consciousness of the passage of time is determined by our
consciousness of the sequence of events. […] time-consciousness being nothing more than
the memory of a series of successive changes in consciousness […]

- Romanes (1878)



psychological time

There be three times; a present of things past, a present of things present, and a present of
things future. For these three do exist in some sort, in the soul, but otherwhere do I not see
them; present of things past, memory; present of things present, sight; present of things
future, expectation.

- Saint Augustin (400 AD) 
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It is indisputable that our consciousness of the passage of time is determined by our
consciousness of the sequence of events. […] time-consciousness being nothing more than
the memory of a series of successive changes in consciousness […]

- Romanes (1878)

duration 
based

event-based



Figure : 

http://quantum-bits.org/

Wiikipedia

…

timing an event is not time itself
- an event is defined by its coordinates in space-time

- the duration of this event is defined by measuring the distance between its initial and 
final position along its trajectory in space-time



time as dimension vs. time as measurement

NOW
internal referential
&  metric system

PAST FUTURE

external referential



time as dimension vs. time as measurement

NOW
internal referential
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physics physics

2 minutes



time as dimension vs. time as measurement

2 minutes

Coordinates of an event at a
precise instant in time-space
brain representation.
Presupposes a stable referential
system of time metrics in the
brain.

e.g. quantity of time (duration) =
distance between an event (state i)
and another event (state f).
Presupposes time metrics in a given
referential.

NOW
internal referential
&  metric systemPAST FUTURE

external referential



Taxonomy of psychological time 
f (physical time | temporal scales)



Taxonomy of psychological time 
f (physical time | temporal scales)

Cognitive operationalization

pre-verbal

• events individuation
• simultaneity
• temporal order
• prospective duration
• rhythm
• motor productions
• temporal anticipation, 

prediction
[…]

verbalized

• causality
• retrospective duration
• temporal anticipation
• calendar time
• Intertemporal decision

making
• narratives
• mental time travel
• metacognition
[…]

J Consciousness Studies (2017)
PsyCh (2017)
Curr Op Behav Sci (2016)

?



general considerations of time & the brain

serial ordering of events : passive or active?

interim discussion on brain rhythms

generating a conscious temporal cognitive maps

Time Arrow

Wassily Kandinsky . 1935 . Succession



Every individual has an inherent observational and measurement bias



Testing temporal order perception in the lab

Grabot & van Wassenhove (Psychological Science, 2017) 



Perceived temporal order as a function of audiovisual (AV) delays

% of times participants 
reported perceiving the 
visual event occuring first

physical audiovisual delay (ms)
AV VA

PSS = point of 
subjective simultaneity

Grabot & van Wassenhove (Psychological Science, 2017) 



Grabot & van Wassenhove (Psychological Science, 2017)

Titchener’s law of prior entry: 
paying attention to a stimulus gives it prior access to conscious awareness.



temporal order perception is stable over months for an individual

Grabot & van Wassenhove (Psychological Science, 2017)



… attention can compensate (law of prior entry) but does not fully eradicate
inter-individual differences

Grabot & van Wassenhove (Psychological Science, 2017)

 my simultaneity is not yours
 individual brains matter



Non-invasive characterization of brain rhythms & neural oscillations

Mack Heinz  (1958) Dynamic Structure



non-invasive measurement of human brain activity
using magneto- and electro-encephalography

B(r)

MEG: mainly sensitive to neural populations 
located in sulci. [brain = pT (10-12 T) / earth = µT]

EEG: mainly sensitive to neural populations 
located in gyri. [µV]

human brain
coronal section

Temporal resolution  1 ms
Spatial resolution  0.5 cm2

Sensitivity  107 à 109 neurons ~ 50 000 neurones/10 nAm

the adult male human brain contains on 86.1 ± 8.1 billion NeuN-positive cells (“neurons”) and 84.6 ± 9.8 billion NeuN-negative 

(“nonneuronal”) cells. [only 19% of all neurons located in the cerebral cortex, the rest in Cb and brainstem]

Azvedo et al (2009, J Comp Neuro)

MEG + EEG



macroscopic brain activity
= 

arrythmic 1/f [scale-free | fractal] + rhythmic [time-scaling oscillations]



unfiltered

time

Power 
Spectrum 
Density

frequency

data quantification and plotting are function of the neuroscientific theory you have in mind

cognitive neuroscientists have the imperative to make such theory explicit
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alpha (α) rhythms as functional inhibition 

Alpha amplitude suppression with open eyes (Hans Berger, 1932)

Occipital alpha suppressed by visual stimulation;

Rolandic Mu-rhythm desynchronizes following hand

movement or somatosensory stimulation; Temporal tau-

rhythm is suppressed by auditory stimulation (Hari);

Thalamocortical feedback loops (Lopes da Silva, 1980;

Steriade, 1999; Nunez, 2000)

log frequency (Hz)
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pulsed inhibition hypothesis: a decrease in α power indicates an increase of 
information encoding

“alpha  activity  exercises  a  phasic  force  on  neuronal excitability  and  
perception.  The  model  we  propose  predicts that  this  phasic  force  is  
manifested  by  pulses  of  inhibition rather  than  pulses  of  excitation.”

Jensen, Bonnefond, vanRullen (2012)



Grabot, Kösem, Azizi, van Wassenhove (J Cog Neurosci, 2017)

higher prestimulus α = incorrect order
 inhibition of sensory evidence

follows structural bias/prior
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AUDITORY 

CORTICES

…the magnitude of prestimulus α power is function of the magnitude in order bias

lower prestimulus alpha = correct order
 increase sensory evidence
 inhibits structural bias/prior

see also Iemi et al (2016), Chaumon & Busch
(2014), van Dijk et al (2008)

the magnitude of power change corresponds to 
the magnitude of the structural prior/bias



Mack Heinz  (1958) Dynamic Structure

Non-stationarity of neural oscillations



Fujisaki et al (2004) Nat Neurosci
cf also Vroomen et al (2004), Heron et al (2010) …

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)

A235V

A A A

V V V

235 ms

A235V

V V V

A A A

235 ms

Temporal recalibration: changing one’s perception of simultaneity

increased probability of simultaneity rating 
in the direction of the adapted temporal lag



A V

conscious time

A V
200 ms

objective time

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)

external observer

internal observer



TOJA200V TOJV200A TOJA200V TOJA200VS TOJ S TOJ

1 Hz 
frequency-tagging

MEG • EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)



Thut, Schyns, Gross (2011)

Oscillatory entrainment : brain responses temorally lock to external rhythms



1 HZ NEURAL ENTRAINMENT

V I S U A L  

A U D I T O R Y

power of 1Hz did not differ across conditions or in the course of the adaptation
Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)



visual cortex
delay the analysis of visual information in time

фi = before
фf = after

auditory cortex
advance the analysis of acoustic signal in time

(1) PASSIVE: initial and final ф arbitrary [var фi, var фf] or stationary [фi = фf]
(2) ACTIVE and computationally relevant for time perception?

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)

WORKING HYPOTHESIS



Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)



« phase precession » in auditory cortex linearly predicts conscious timing

t h e  m o r e  n e g a t i v e t h e  p h a s e  d i f f e r e n c e ,  
t h e  m o r e  f o r w a r d i n  t i m e  t h e  a n a l y s i s o f  t h e  a c o u s t i c s i g n a l

=> the more A must lead V to be perceived as simultaneous
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no recalibration-related changes in the event-related (phase-locked) responses

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)



cortex preserves its capacity to dissociate its temporal metrics from external
timing (phase shifting) thereby giving rise to subjective temporal perception

veridical timing

brain time (time reference)

event time (shifted in the past
for brain time but at the same
position in veridical time)

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)
van Wassenhove (Curr Opin Behav Sci, 2016; J Consciousness Studies, 2017)



veridical timing

brain time (time reference)

event time (shifted in the past
for brain time but at the same
position in veridical time)

non-stationarity of the phase response suggests the autonomization of the temporal 
self-referential through endogenous control of oscillatory activity

Kösem, Gramfort, Azizi, van Wassenhove (NIMG, 2014)
van Wassenhove (Curr Opin Behav Sci, 2016; J Consciousness Studies, 2017)



general considerations on time & brain

serial ordering of events : passive or active?

interim discussion on brain rhythms

generating a conscious temporal cognitive maps

http://alysonprovax.com/2012/09/duration-38/



general considerations on time & brain

serial ordering of events : passive or active?

interim discussion on brain rhythms

generating a conscious temporal cognitive maps

« It’s a poor sort of memory that only works backwards », the Queen remarked.

- Lewis Carroll. 

Through the looking glass

Time Arrow



McTaggart A- and B- series (1903)

A-series
Tense
(positional changes)

B-series
Tenseless
(no positional changes)



Cultural influence on the overt organisation of events in 

time

English: left « before »/ right « after»

Hebrew: left « after »    / right « before »

Is time really spatialized in the mind …or do we spatialize it when behaving?

Aymara 

Future  behind

Past in front



Does mapping time in the brain capitalize on the spatial navigation system of the 
brain?

Gauthier & van Wassenhove (2016, Cognition)
Gauthier & van Wassenhove (2016, J Neuroscience)



Gauthier & van Wassenhove (Cognition, 2016)

Set of real historical events



Reaction Times and Error Rates 
increase when we project
ourselves away from the ‘here and 
now’ [absolute distance effects]

RT and Error Rates decrease with
distance from the mental reference
point [relative distance effects]

Symbolic distance effects: patterns of reaction times and errors as a 
function of the (temporal or spatial) distance to self



• Historical event distribution balanced for 
response side

• Historical event were centered on the imagined
self-position

fMRI

• Same event set
• Same design
• Control task: valence judgement

Control for 2-AFC
Memory recall
Executive and motor processes

Gauthier & van Wassenhove (2016, J Neurosci)



task vs. control

T-value

Core network

• medial parietal
• IPL/AG
• precuneus
• right superior frontal

Gauthier & van Wassenhove (2016, J Neurosci)



(representing) time is not (representing) space : distinct networks

Gauthier & van Wassenhove (2016, J Neurosci)



Time is not space

Distinct networks for two main cognitive 
operations this task entailed: 

(1) self-projection as allo- to ego-
centric mapping

(2) distance computations of events

Gauthier & van Wassenhove,  J Neuroscience (2016)



IPL/AG systematically decreasing activity with increasing egocentric distance

Gauthier & van Wassenhove,  J Neuroscience (2016)



Gauthier, Petske, van Wassenhove (submitted)

….but… we still have no trace of ordinality in the brain!
How do we know one is mentally traveling in the past or in the future? east or west?



Gauthier, Petske, van Wassenhove (submitted; bioRxiv 2017)

temporal ordinality or « time arrow » in MT    +  distance in RSC/dlPFC



Spatial ranking IPS/L + distance in PCUN, PHC

Gauthier, Petske, van Wassenhove (submitted; bioRxiv 2017)



A two-staged model for temporal cognition

The representation of time capitalizes on the 
temporal architecture of the brain to tag 
events in its own time metrics

Our awareness of time results from a re-
encoding of events in a flexible temporal 
cognitive map.

conscious time

physical time

automatic encoding of 
event timing

symbolic re-encoding i.e. 
abstraction of time in the mind

temporal logistics

pre-verbal

verbalized

1

2

van Wassenhove Phil Trans Roy Soc B (2009), PsyCh Journal (2017), J Consciousness Studies (2017)



the (human) brain can measure and represent « time » in many ways

van Wassenhove (2009, 2016, 2017a,b)

to understand the mind, we need to 
understand the brain’s referential system 

which entails understanding time in the brain



Moving through space takes time, 

Moving through time doesn’t take space

WK Honig (1981) 
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